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Keys to an Effective CMS Comment Letter: 
 
Keep your letter concise and factual. CMS is looking for evidence-based literature. It is important to note 
that it is not recommended that you submit any type of standard “form letter” as CMS is only looking for 
comments supported by evidence and expert testimony. 
 
The first paragraph should include the basics: 
 

1) The specific facility where you work 
2) The location/state and scope of your practice, hospital or imaging center 
3) The type and number of PET studies you perform yearly 
4) If possible break down item (3) into Medicare and private payer patients 

 
The Second paragraph should include the evidence-based portion of the letter with supporting clinical 
studies (early data may be helpful) & literature. 
 

5) Include any data supporting how NaF PET helps you manage your patients more effectively 
6) Citation of scientific data generated at your own institution would be particularly helpful in such 

comments.  
 
The concluding paragraph should include what you want CMS to do: 
 

7) Frame your discussion around the evidence. 
 
Include your full contact information in case CMS wishes to follow up.  
 
How to Submit Your Public Comments: 
 

8) Click here to access the CMS tracking sheet. 
9) Click on the orange “comment” button located in the top right hand corner. 
10) Enter all relevant information. (Note, due to a lack of spell check software, SNMMI recommends 

that you type your comments in another document and then copy and paste into the CMS form) 
 
If you have any attachments, you must submit them separately to CAGinquiries@cms.hhs.gov. Please 
include National Coverage Analysis (NCA) Tracking Sheet for Positron Emission Tomography (NaF-18) to 
Identify Bone Metastasis of Cancer (CAG-00065R2 in the subject line of your email. 

http://www.cms.gov/medicare-coverage-database/details/nca-tracking-sheet.aspx?NCAId=279

